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Toward tuning the surface functionalization of small ceria nanoparticles
Xing Huang,1 Binghui Wang,1 Eric A. Grulke,1,2 and Matthew J. Beck1,2,a)

1Department of Chemical and Materials Engineering, University of Kentucky, Lexington, Kentucky 40506, USA
2Center for Computational Sciences, University of Kentucky, Lexington, Kentucky 40506, USA

(Received 1 April 2013; accepted 8 January 2014; published online 18 February 2014)

Understanding and controlling the performance of ceria nanoparticle (CNP) catalysts requires knowl-
edge of the detailed structure and property of CNP surfaces and any attached functional groups. Here
we report thermogravimetric analysis results showing that hydrothermally synthesized ∼30 nm CNPs
are decorated with 12.9 hydroxyl groups per nm2 of CNP surface. Quantum mechanical calculations
of the density and distribution of bound surface groups imply a scaling relationship for surface group
density that balances formal charges in the functionalized CNP system. Computational results for
CNPs with only hydroxyl surface groups yield a predicted density of bound hydroxyl groups for
∼30 nm CNPs that is ∼33% higher than measured densities. Quantitative agreement between pre-
dicted and measured hydroxyl surface densities is achieved when calculations consider CNPs with
both –OH and –Ox surface groups. For this more general treatment of CNP surface functionalizations,
quantum mechanical calculations predict a range of stable surface group configurations that depend
on the chemical potentials of O and H, and demonstrate the potential to tune CNP surface function-
alizations by varying temperature and/or partial pressures of O2 and H2O. © 2014 AIP Publishing
LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4864378]

I. INTRODUCTION

The design and development of low-cost but highly ac-
tive and selective catalysts continues to be a major focus
of efforts in materials chemistry. Cerium dioxide (CeO2,
ceria), and ceria-based materials are widely exploited as
exactly such catalysts in CO oxidation,1 photocatalytic
water splitting,2 the water-gas-shift reaction,3 solid oxide
fuel cells,4 and, increasingly, oxygen-radical scavenging in
biomedical applications.5, 6 As with all catalysts, the efficacy
of ceria in catalyzing desirable reactions is driven by surface
chemistry, and therefore depends strongly on the structure
of ceria surfaces themselves. In general, the detailed atomic
structure of ceria surfaces under reaction conditions is not
well known, and the precise role of surface functional groups
in controlling catalytic reactions is unclear.

As highly active ceria nanoparticles (CNPs) are generally
synthesized and applied in aqueous or humid environments,
the potential role of surface adsorbed hydroxyl groups is
highly relevant, particularly with reference to ceria-catalyzed
reactions involving water-related species.7 Experiments us-
ing Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and ther-
mogravimetric analysis with mass spectroscopy (TGA-MS)
have previously verified the presence of surface adsorbed hy-
droxyl groups on CNPs, and estimated their binding energies
and surface densities.8–10 These techniques, though, are not
able to directly reveal the structure of hydroxyl-covered ce-
ria surfaces,11, 12 nor the chemistry controlling the adsorption,
distribution, and stable surface densities of hydroxyl groups
as a function of environmental conditions. Quantum mechan-
ical calculations of atomic structures and formation energies
have been widely applied to study the structures and ener-

a)Electronic mail: m.beck@uky.edu.

getics of ceria surfaces,13, 14 and can be combined with ex-
perimental synthesis and characterization methods, as well as
thermochemical data, to address these limitations.

Here we report experimental measurements of the surface
density of hydroxyl groups bound to ∼30 nm CNPs as well as
quantum mechanical calculations of the density and distribu-
tion of both –OH and –Ox surface groups at surfaces of similar
small CNPs. Calculated structures and charge densities imply
that the equilibrium density of bound surface groups is dic-
tated by a balance between (i) formal positive charges on Ce
atoms and (ii) formal negative charges on “bulk” O atoms as
well as any adsorbed surface groups. This allows the formula-
tion of a set of scaling relationships for predicting the density
of bound hydroxyl surface groups as a function of CNP size
and functional group configuration. For systems where only
hydroxyl surface groups are present, predicted surface group
densities for the ∼30 nm CNPs synthesized here are ∼33%
higher than experimentally measured densities. Allowing for
the presence of surface groups other than hydroxyl groups
rectifies this discrepancy.

Combining calculated formation energies with previ-
ously tabulated thermochemical data, we therefore construct
a phase diagram for CNP surface configurations containing
both –OH and –Ox surface groups as a function of O and H
chemical potentials. In neutral oxygen- and water-containing
environments, O and H chemical potentials are determined by
the temperature (T), O2 partial pressure (pO2 ), and H2O par-
tial pressure (pH2O ) in effect during CNP synthesis or applica-
tion. Based on the values of these parameters during their syn-
thesis, the ∼30 nm CNPs studied here are predicted to have
mixed –OH and –Ox surface configurations, and accounting
for this brings the computationally-predicted and experimen-
tally measured surface hydroxyl group densities into quanti-
tative agreement. These results highlight the importance of

0021-9606/2014/140(7)/074703/9/$30.00 © 2014 AIP Publishing LLC140, 074703-1
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environmental conditions in controlling the density and dis-
tribution of surface groups bound to small CNPs. In turn, this
suggests that intrinsic CNP surface functionalizations can be
tuned by manipulating environmental conditions (namely T,
pO2 and pH2O, as considered here, as well as pH, etc.) within
experimentally accessible ranges.

II. EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL METHODS

A. Synthesis and characterization of CNPs

We have synthesized small CNPs via the hydrothermal
method developed by Mai et al.15 Cerium nitrate hexahy-
drate (Ce(NO)3 · 6H2O, Puriss, Fluka Analytical) was used
as the cerium source. 1.737 g Ce(NO)3 · 6H2O (0.004 mol)
was dissolved into 10 ml ultra deionized water and stirred for
10 min. 16.8 g NaOH was dissolved into 70 ml ultra deionized
water and stirred for 10 min to form 6 mol L−1 solution. The
NaOH solution was cooled to room temperature before other
use. Then, Ce(NO)3 was added dropwise into NaOH solution
under constant stirring. The mixture was stirred for 30 min
with the formation of a milky slurry. It was then transferred to
a teflon bottle and packed into a stainless steel autoclave. The
autoclave was heated to 180 ◦C for 24 h. The resulting white
precipitate was separated by centrifugation, washed with wa-
ter three times and ethanol twice, followed by drying at 75 ◦C
in air overnight. The final product is yellowish powder, which
is stable during storage.

For determining the primary particle size of synthesized
CNPs, both transmission electron microscopy (JEOL-2010),
and scanning electron microscopy (Hitachi-4300) were em-
ployed. The dried powders were also characterized by ther-
mogravimetric analysis (TGA 7, Perkin Elmer) to obtain the
change of their weight as a function of temperature. The ce-
ria sample was heated in a nitrogen environment from 30 ◦C
to 110 ◦C at 10 ◦C min−1, held at 110 ◦C for 30 min to re-
move physisorbed solvent and water, then heated to 720 ◦C at
10 ◦C min−1. The empty pan was also heated under the same
conditions as background.

The X-ray diffraction (XRD) was used to characterize
the crystal structure of synthesized CNPs. The dry ceria pow-
der was dispersed in ethanol. Some drops of dispersion were
placed on glass slide. After the ethanol evaporated, the thin
ceria film was characterized by X-ray diffraction on Siemens
D500 X-ray diffractometer, using Cu Kα radiation with 2θ

from 10◦ to 80◦ at scan rate of 2◦ min−1 and step size of 0.05◦.
FTIR, Thermo Nicolet Nexus 470 ESP was used to de-

tect the functional groups at the surface of the as-synthesized
∼30 nm CNPs. Potassium bromide (KBr, Fisher Scientific)
was used as pellet material. All samples and KBr were heated
in a vacuum oven at 120 ◦C for 1 h to remove any adsorbed
water. 3 mg of as-synthesized ceria were mixed with 600 mg
KBr. 60 mg of the mixture was pressed to produce the pellets.
After the pellets were produced, they were heated at 120 ◦C
for 5 min to remove the water adsorbed during the preparation
of pellets. The pellets were scanned by infrared spectroscopy
from 400 cm−1 to 4000 cm−1 in dry air environment. The re-
sult shown in Figure 4(b) are in the adsorption format.

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA 7, Perkin-Elmer) was
used to obtain the change of as-synthesized CNPs weight as
a function of temperature. During synthesis of CNPs, some
Ce(OH)4 is always formed. It will dehydrate, so it can influ-
ence the TGA result. The dried ceria powder was heated at
500 ◦C for 2 h to remove the Ce(OH)4 since it decomposes
from 150 ◦C to 450 ◦C.16 Then the sample was kept in satu-
rated water vapor for 48 h to repopulate the surface with hy-
droxyl groups. The final sample was named “neat ceria” and
was characterized in a nitrogen environment using the same
TGA procedure as for dry powders.

B. Computational methods and models

The structure and properties of small CNPs were cal-
culated using the planewave density function theory code
VASP.17 Exchange and correlation were described at the
level of the generalized gradient approximation (GGA), us-
ing the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) formalism.18 The Ce
4f5s5p5d6s, and O 2p2s electrons were treated as valence
electrons, and core-electron interactions were modeled using
the projector-augmented wave method.19 The Hubbard U cor-
rection as formulated by Duderev20 was applied to the Ce
4f electrons with U = 5 eV.21 The electronic wavefunctions
were expanded in plane waves with a kinetic-energy cutoff
of 400 eV. Reciprocal-space summations were performed at
the �-point. All considered structures were relaxed without
symmetry restrictions according to the calculated interatomic
forces until maximum residual atomic forces were less than
0.04 eV Å−1 and total energies were converged to within 10−4

eV atom−1.
To enable stability comparisons among structures with

different surface terminations, and to connect computed en-
ergies to physically relevant thermochemical data, the forma-
tion (binding) energy of bulk (cubic fluorite) CeO2, Ebulk

f , is
defined as

Ebulk
f (nCe) ≡ Ebulk

V ASP (nCe) − nCeμCe − 2nCeμO. (1)

Here, Ebulk
V ASP (nCe) is the calculated ground state energy of

bulk cubic fluorite CeO2 with nCe Ce atoms at T = 0 K. μCe

and μO are the chemical potentials of Ce and O atoms, respec-
tively. The formation energy of a CNP with an arbitrary O-
and H-containing surface configuration, ECNP

f , is similarly
defined as

ECNP
f (nCe) ≡ ECNP

V ASP (nCe) − nCeμCe − nOμO − nHμH. (2)

Here, ECNP
V ASP (nCe) is the calculated ground state energy of

CNPs with nCe Ce atoms at T = 0 K. Note that nO includes
both “bulk” O atoms within the CNP and any additional O
atoms present at the surface. In addition, μO and μH are the
chemical potentials of O and H atoms, respectively. They are
fixed by the environment surrounding the CNP.

For clarity, in this study we reference the formation en-
ergy of various CNPs to that of bulk CeO2 with an equiva-
lent number of Ce atoms. This gives an excess formation en-
ergy, ECNP

ex , which, if negative, would imply that the CNP
structure considered is more stable than bulk CeO2 in a
given environment–where μO and μH are determined by the
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environment specified. More generally, the lower the excess
formation energy of a particular CNP configuration for partic-
ular values of μO and μH, the more stable that configuration
is compared to other CNP configurations,

ECNP
ex ≡ECNP

f (nCe) − Ebulk
f (nCe)

=ECNP
V ASP (nCe) − Ebulk

V ASP (nCe)

− (nO − 2nCe)μO − nHμH. (3)

In an environment containing O2 gas and H2O vapor, we
can directly connect μO and μH to experimental thermochem-
ical data (e.g., following Ref. 22). The O chemical potential
is defined as

μO(T , p) = 0.5 μO2 (T , po) + 0.5E
O2
V ASP

+ 0.5 kT ln(pO2/p
o), (4)

in which E
O2
V ASP is the ground state energy of O2 gas at

T = 0 K with the same calculation parameters used for the
CNP itself. μO2 (T , po) is the experimentally measured chem-
ical potential (including vibrational and rotational contribu-
tions) at T and standard pressure. pO2 is the actual partial
pressure of O2 gas present in the system of interest. Equation
(4), therefore, combines the density functional theory (DFT)-
calculated ground state energy with experimental thermo-
chemical data to give the temperature- and partial-pressure-
dependent chemical potential of O appearing in Eq. (3). Sim-
ilarly, the chemical potential of H2O vapor is defined as

μH2O(T , p) = μH2O(T , po) + E
H2O
V ASP + kT ln(pH2O/po)

(5)
again, where E

H2O
V ASP is the calculated ground state energy of

H2O vapor at T = 0 K, μH2O(T , po) is the experimentally
measured chemical potential at T and standard pressure, and
pH2O is the partial pressure of H2O vapor in the system of
interest.

At thermodynamic equilibrium and neutral pH, μH, and
μO must be related by

2μH(T , p) + μO(T , p) = μH2O(T , p). (6)

Thus, in a gas phase environment containing O2 gas and H2O
vapor, we have

2μH + μO = μH2O(T , po) + E
H2O
V ASP + kT ln(pH2O/po).

(7)
Combining Eqs. (4) and (7), we write the chemical potential
of H as

μH = 0.5 μH2O(T , po) + 0.5 E
H2O
V ASP + 0.5 kT ln(pH2O/po)

−0.25 μO2 (T , po)−0.25 E
O2
V ASP −0.25 kT ln(pO2/p

o).

(8)

Combining Eq. (8) with Eq. (4) gives expressions for μH and
μO. Experimental values for μO2 (T , po) and μH2O(T , po)
appearing above have been obtained from the NIST-JANAF
Thermochemical Tables.23 Chemical potential values for tem-
peratures not directly tabulated were linearly interpolated
from values at the nearest tabulated temperatures.

In sum, the above equations give values for μH and μO

that can be used in Eq. (3) to determine experimentally rel-

evant excess formation energies for various CNP structures
directly from knowledge of the T, pO2 and pH2O of an exper-
imental system of interest. In this way, we combine DFT+U
calculated structures and energies with thermochemical data
to determine the relative stability of CNPs in environments
containing O2 gas and H2O vapor.

C. Construction of initial CNP structures for DFT
calculation of ground state configurations

The supercell approximation is used here to model iso-
lated CNPs. In this approximation, a finite computational box
(the supercell) is extended to infinity under periodic boundary
conditions. The supercell contains a single nanoparticle sur-
rounded by a vacuum layer. All nanoparticle structures con-
sidered here are built from cubic fluorite CeO2 bulk unit cells.
The CeO2 unit cell exhibits Fm3m symmetry, and contains
8× 1

8 Ce atoms at the cell corners, 6 × 1
2 Ce atoms at the

cell faces, and 8 O atoms within the unit cell (Figure 1(a)).
This unit cell is repeated in the three principal directions to
construct a CNP of arbitrary size (Figure 1(b)). Cubic {001}-
terminated CNPs are considered, consistent with transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) images of the experimental sam-
ples (see below). Calculation supercells contain a ∼1 nm, 32
Ce atom, CNP exhibiting 6 {001} facets. To ensure no in-
teraction between CNPs in neighboring supercells, a vacuum
layer of ∼1.5 nm surrounds each CNP (Figure 1(c)). A CNP
“core” consisting of 32 Ce atoms and 27 “internal bulk” O
atoms is present in each considered CNP, and a range of dif-
ferent combinations of –Ox and/or –OH surface groups are
placed at surface O lattice sites (Figure 1(d)).

FIG. 1. (a) unit cell of bulk CeO2 showing cubic fluorite structure; (b)
schematic illustration of building the solid atomic assembly of Ce and O
atoms by randomly expanding the unit cell of bulk CeO2 (enclosed by black
solid lines) x, y, and z times in three orthonormal directions, respectively; (c)
the supercell of cubic CNPs of ∼1 nm for relaxation calculation; (d) zoom-
in image of the solid atomic assembly in (c) to show the atomic structure of
{001}-terminated CNPs. Yellow balls represent Ce atoms, purple balls repre-
sent bulk O atoms, and blue balls represent all possible surface O lattice sites
that can be partially or fully occupied by either individual O atoms or –OH.
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It is important to note that the use of fully quantum me-
chanical DFT calculations means that Ce3 + and Ce4 + cations
need not be identified a priori. All calculation supercells are
constructed to be net neutral (that is, they exhibit no net
charge). For a given atomic arrangement the present calcula-
tions solve for a minimum-energy distribution of valence elec-
trons. Once this distribution has been computed, local charges
can be assigned to specific atoms24 allowing the actual charge
state of each atom to be determined as an output of DFT cal-
culations. In addition, knowledge of the distribution of elec-
trons allows the net Coulomb forces acting on each nucleus to
be calculated. By moving the nuclei according to these inter-
atomic forces, the ground state atomic arrangement can also
be determined. Therefore, initial atomic arrangements are al-
lowed to relax to their ground state structures, and all reported
CNP energies are for (local) minimum energy atomic config-
urations. These structural relaxations are not constrained to
any symmetry, and all relaxations retain the core cubic fluo-
rite bulk structure within the CNPs.

Finally, it should be noted that the stable (low energy) ox-
idation state(s) of CNPs is (are) not assumed or constrained in
the present calculations. The oxidation state of a CNP in a par-
ticular environment is directly determined by the energy cost
of anions from the environment balanced against the energy
variations of the CNP itself versus oxidation state. That is to
say, when the cost of anions in, e.g., a reducing environment,
exceeds the energy penalty for the creation of a Ce3 + cation,
the stable CNP (with lowest excess formation energy) will
be reduced (non-stoichiometric). The energy difference be-
tween Ce oxidation states is included in (and, in fact, not sep-
arable from) ECNP

V ASP , above. Numerous reports demonstrate
that the DFT+U method employed here accurately assesses
this energy difference.25–27 In combination with the defini-
tion of ECNP

ex (Eq. (3) above), which includes experimentally-
relevant O and H chemical potentials (μO and μH), it is there-
fore not only possible to determine the stable arrangement
of atoms in CNPs at fixed oxidation states, but also to deter-
mine the stable oxidation state of CNPs in a given environ-
ment (that is, for given values of μO and μH).

In the present calculations, we cannot consider fully ar-
bitrary environments, but are limited to gas phase environ-
ments containing only O2 and H2O. We have also focused on
one particular CNP shape, the {001}-terminated CNP cube,
as this is the primary shape shown to be present in TEM im-
ages of the experimental samples considered. All CNPs con-
sidered here retain cubic fluorite structures after relaxation,
again, consistent with experimental analyses of the reference
samples. Therefore, within the above limitations, we repro-
duce experimental conditions to the extent possible while not
assuming particular surface configurations or particular oxi-
dation states. These CNP properties are rather solved for as a
function of external conditions.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. The morphology of synthesized ∼30 nm CNPs

Figure 2 shows the shape and morphology of as-
synthesized CNPs. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

FIG. 2. SEM (a) and TEM (b) images of synthesized CNPs showing typical
nanoparticle sizes of 20–40 nm.

shows that as-synthesized CNPs are primarily cubic, with
typical sizes ranging from 20 to 40 nm, but also includ-
ing some CNPs as small as 10 nm and as large as 100
nm. A closer examination via TEM further confirms that as-
synthesized CNPs are primarily cubic. The crystal structure
of as-synthesized CNPs is revealed through XRD analysis.
The XRD pattern shown in Figure 3 reveals that the angle and
intensity pattern of diffraction peaks are in agreement with
those of the face-centered cubic (fluorite) structure of CeO2

powder (Cerianite, JCPDS 34-0394) with indexed peaks cor-
responding to (111), (200), (220), and (311) planes. In ad-
dition, the observed sharp and strong diffraction peaks sug-
gest that CNP samples were highly crystalline. It is worth
noting that the XRD data do not show the (002) Ce(OH)3

peak at 2θ = 48◦.28 This effectively rules out the possibility
of Ce(OH)3 (an independent compound, different from Ce3 +

cation within CeO2) present in our samples.

B. Experimental measurement of hydroxyl surface
group density on CNPs

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was conducted on
as-synthesized CNPs to experimentally estimate the number
of hydroxyl groups adsorbed on the CNP surfaces. Figure
4(a) shows representative weight loss from “neat” CNPs as
a function of temperature. A total of 0.18% weight loss was
observed for temperatures up to 110 ◦C, and this loss was

FIG. 3. XRD pattern for as-synthesized CNPs.
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FIG. 4. (a) TG curve and (b) FTIR spectrum for neat CNPs.

attributed to the desorption of physisorbed water from CNP
surfaces. Between 110 ◦C and 720 ◦C, the total weight loss
in the temperature range was 0.50% and there was nearly
no change of weight above 700 ◦C. It suggested that 0.50%
weight loss can only come from the dehydration of chemi-
cally bound hydroxyl groups at the surface of neat CNPs.

Annealed neat CNPs have also been characterized with
FTIR, and typical results are shown in Figure 4(b). FTIR con-
firms the presence of surface hydroxyl groups, with the broad
peak from 3750 cm−1 to 3000 cm−1 and the narrow peak cen-
tered at 1600 cm−1 corresponding to the stretching (ν-OH)
and in-plane bending vibration (δ-OH) of hydroxyl groups,
respectively.7 The inverted double peak around 2350 cm−1

is attributed to trace CO2, though the absence of any peaks
at 1750 cm−1 suggests that no carboxylic surface groups are
present.

Given that XRD has excluded the presence of Ce(OH)3

and TGA has excluded Ce(OH)4, FTIR-detected hydroxyl
groups can be identified as surface adsorbates. Therefore, the
surface density of chemically bound hydroxyl groups (�exp

OH ,
nm−2) can be estimated as the ratio of the number of hydroxyl
groups lost per unit mass of CNPs (nOH, g−1) to the CNP sur-
face area per unit mass (S, nm2 g−1), where

nOH = 2NAWH2O

MH2OWf inal

, (9)

S = 6a2

a3ρ
= 6

aρ
. (10)

Here the desorption of one H2O molecule corresponds to the
removal of two hydroxyl groups, accounting for the factor of
two in the numerator for nOH. Further, NA is Avogadro’s num-
ber, WH2O the mass fraction of water removed between 110 ◦C
and 720 ◦C, MH2O the molecular weight of water, Wf inal the
mass fraction remaining after TGA (that is, the mass fraction
of neat CNPs), a the average size of CNPs (here, 30 nm), and
ρ the density of bulk CeO2 (7.65 g cm−3). This gives an es-
timate of �

exp

OH = 12.9 chemically bound hydroxyl groups per
nm2 of CNP surface.

C. Computational prediction of surface group density
on OH-terminated ∼30 nm CNPs

1. Calculated surface group density on ∼1 nm CNPs

While FTIR and TGA can be used to confirm the pres-
ence of and estimate the surface density of adsorbed hydroxyl
groups on CNPs, these techniques provide limited insight into
the structural arrangement of these hydroxyl groups, or the
chemical and physical parameters leading to particular ob-
served surface densities. To probe these issues, initial cubic
CNPs with different surface configurations were constructed
(see details in Sec. II C) and relaxed to their lowest en-
ergy configurations using quantum mechanical calculations
based on DFT. It should be noted that, unlike orbital-based
DFT calculations in which the presence and arrangement of
Ce3 + and Ce4 + cations must be known and specified a priori,
such information is an output of planewave DFT calculations.
Specifically, Bader charge analysis,24 an analytic procedure
by which electron charge density is assigned to nearby atoms,
can be used to determine the charge states of individual atoms
given the DFT-calculated electron density. Comparison of cal-
culated Bader charges to results for systems with known for-
mal oxidation states (e.g., bulk CeO2 and Ce2O3) then allow
assignment of formal oxidation states directly from quantum
mechanically calculated charge densities.

The stability of various relaxed CNP structures is com-
pared by calculating their excess formation energy relative to
bulk CeO2 according to Eqs. (3), (4), and (8). In determin-
ing relevant values for μO and μH, we note that CNP synthe-
sis is typically conducted in the presence of both O2 gas and
H2O vapor, and that the ambient temperature (T) and relative
partial pressures of O2 gas (pO2 ) and H2O vapor (pH2O) com-
pletely determine both μO and μH (see details in Sec. II B).
For experimentally relevant temperatures (25 to 650 ◦C) and
pressures atm (10−16 to 102), μO (μH) varies between −4.65
and −6.90 eV (−4.75 and −6.93 eV). As energy is not an
absolute quantity, we take μCe = 0 eV as a global reference
energy.

For hydrothermal synthesis conditions of small CNPs
(typically T < 200 ◦C, pO2 less than 1 atm, and pH2O less than
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FIG. 5. The relaxed, ground-state atomic structures of three OH-terminated
CNPs with different hydroxyl group surface densities. Yellow balls repre-
sent Ce atoms, purple balls represent O atoms, and green balls represent H
atoms. For increasing hydroxyl group surface densities, –OH groups are first
adsorbed on CNP faces, then edges and corners.

1 atm), the excess formation energy of OH-terminated CNPs
decreases with increasing numbers of bound hydroxyl sur-
face groups, and achieves a minimum for 74 hydroxyl groups
(Ce32O101H74). Figure 5 shows relaxed structures for various
–OH terminated CNPs, including the low energy Ce32O101H74

structure, and highlights the distribution of bound hydroxyl
groups at CNP faces, edges, and corners. The 74 hydroxyl
groups on Ce32O101H74 CNPs are negatively charged, each
exhibiting Bader charges consistent with a formal oxidation
state of −1. All 27 “bulk-like” lattice O atoms (single O atoms
within the CNP and each coordinated to 4 Ce atoms) are also
negatively charged, exhibiting Bader charges consistent with
formal oxidation states of −2, and all 32 Ce atoms are pos-
itively charged, each with Bader charges consistent with a
formal oxidation state of +4. This leads to a straightforward
explanation for the low-energy number of bound hydroxyl
groups at the surface of CNP structures: that is, the number
required to fully oxidize all Ce atoms in the CNP. Hence,
Ce32O101H74 CNPs have 128 net (formal) positive charges
(from the 32 Ce +4 atoms) and 54 negative charges (from
the 27 bulk O −2 atoms), therefore requiring exactly 74 neg-
atively charged hydroxyl groups to give a net neutral CNP. Fi-
nally, we note that the CNP geometries considered here have
∼1 nm side lengths, and therefore ∼6 nm2 of surface area,
giving a predicted stable surface density of bound hydroxyl
groups of �calc

OH =12.3 nm−2.

2. Scaling ∼1 nm results to predict surface group
densities on hydroxyl-terminated ∼30 nm CNPs

Considering cubic CNP structures with sizes of 1 nm, 1.5
nm, and 2 nm reveals the relationship between the number of
Ce and/or O atoms and CNP size. For a CNP with a size of N
nm (and therefore containing approximately (2N)3 ceria unit
cells), the number of Ce atoms scales as approximately 32N3

and the number of bulk O atoms (O atoms internal to the CNP)
scales as approximately (4N − 1)3. Since the formal positive
charge is contributed from Ce atoms, in the case that each Ce
is fully oxidized (+4), CNPs will have 128N3 net formal pos-
itive charges. Similarly, the net formal negative charge con-
tributed from bulk O atoms is 2(4N − 1)3, with each bulk O
atom contributing −2. Therefore, if all remaining formal pos-
itive charges in a fully oxidized CNP, (that is, 128N3 − 2(4N

FIG. 6. Density of surface-adsorbed hydroxyl groups as a function of CNP
size calculated from a scaling relationship invoking full oxidation of Ce
atoms (see text for details). Yellow, blue, and cyan curves are plotted for
CNP surface terminations consistent with Ce32O101H74, Ce32O125H54, and
Ce32O120H40 structures, respectively. In addition, the yellow curve represents
the case where –OH is the only surface species to balance net positive charges
from Ce4 + cations, while blue and cyan curves represent the case where both
–OH and –Ox surface groups are present. Colors have been selected to match
subsequent figure (Figure 7).

− 1)3) are balanced with surface hydroxyl groups each con-
tributing a formal charge of −1, we may calculate the surface
hydroxyl density, �calc

OH , as

�calc
OH = 128N3 − 2(4N − 1)3

6N2
= 96N2 − 24N + 2

6N2
. (11)

In the limit of large CNPs (N → ∞), therefore, fully oxi-
dized and hydroxylated CNPs have �calc

OH = 16, or one –OH
group per {001} oxygen lattice site. This is intuitively correct,
as {001} surface anion lattice sites are four-fold coordinated,
with half the cation neighbors of bulk anion sites. Finite-sized
CNPs, particular those with sizes ∼30 nm and smaller, have
lower surface hydroxyl group densities, even when fully ox-
idized. Specifically, the surface density of bound hydroxyl
groups as a function of CNP size is predicted to be 12.3 nm−2

for ∼1 nm CNPs, and 15.8 nm−2 for CNPs with side lengths
of ∼30 nm (see yellow curve in Figure 6). Therefore, based on
results for OH-terminated ∼1 nm CNPs, calculations predict
a surface hydroxyl group density of 15.8 nm−2 for ∼30 nm
CNPs, a surface density ∼33% higher than the experimentally
measured value of 12.9 nm−2. Partial reduction of such CNPs
can reduce the surface density in proportion to the percent of
Ce4+ cations reduced to Ce3 +. Achieving quantitative agree-
ment between calculated and experimentally observed surface
hydroxyl densities entirely through CNP reduction, therefore,
would require that ∼33% of Ce4+ cations be reduced to Ce3 +.
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D. Accounting for mixed –Ox and –OH surface
terminations for small CNPs

1. Determination of stable mixed termination surface
structures for ∼1 nm CNPs

Scaling calculated surface group densities from ∼1 nm
OH-terminated CNPs yields predicted surface hydroxyl den-
sities that are ∼33% higher than the experimentally measured
densities (�calc

OH = 15.8 nm−2 > �
exp

OH = 12.9 nm−2 for ∼30
nm CNPs). This discrepancy can be attributed to a number of
factors, including (i) kinetic limitations preventing removal of
all hydroxyl groups (arising because at low surface densities,
–OH removal is limited by the requirement that two bound –
OH groups combine to form the desorbing species, H2O), (ii)
misidentification of some chemically bound surface hydroxyl
groups as physisorbed (as noted above, we have assumed that
all mass loss during TGA occurring below 110 ◦C is solely
due to physisorbed surface species), (iii) the possibility that at
finite temperature as-synthesized CNPs are not fully oxidized
(as is the case for bulk ceria samples, see examples29, 30), or
(iv) that more tightly bound surface species other than hy-
droxyl groups are present on as-synthesized CNPs.

While all of these effects are likely influencing the mea-
sured surface areal density of hydroxyl groups reported here,
the last explanation—that surface species other than hydroxyl
groups may be present on as-synthesized CNPs—highlights
the fact that CNPs are generally synthesized and applied in en-
vironments where both O2 gas and H2O vapor are abundant.
This suggests that O-containing species other than hydroxyl
groups, e.g., –O, –O2, and/or –O3 groups, may be present as
surface adsorbed anions, reducing the effective density of sur-
face –OH groups. By constructing atomistic systems contain-
ing both –OH and –Ox surface groups, we have calculated the
relative stability of CNPs with mixed –OH/–Ox surface termi-
nations. Figure 7 plots a phase diagram stable CNP termina-
tions as a function of μO and μH in this study. The relative

FIG. 7. Phase diagram of ground state surface terminations for small CNPs
as a function of μO and μH in a gas phase environment containing O2 and
H2O. Warm colors indicate structures terminated solely with hydroxyl groups
(see atomic structures in Figure 5). Cool colors indicate structures with mixed
–OH and –Ox terminations (see atomic structures in Figure 8). Black parallel
lines indicate the experimentally relevant limits of H2O partial pressure. The
white trapezoid abcd indicates the region of experimental conditions most
relevant for CNP synthesis and application.

FIG. 8. The relaxed, ground-state atomic structures of three mixed –OH and
–Ox terminated CNPs. Yellow balls represent Ce atoms, purple balls represent
either bulk O atoms or O atoms in –OH surface groups, green balls represent
H atoms, blue balls represent O atoms in O−

2 surface groups, and pink balls
represent O atoms in O−

3 surface groups. For increasing numbers of surface
adsorbed –Ox surface groups, these species absorb first on CNP corners, then
edges.

stability of these various surface configurations is determined
as above from Eqs. (3), (4), and (8).

In calculating the excess formation energies of CNPs
with various surface configurations, we invoke the fact that
in an equilibrium phase environment containing both O2 gas
and H2O vapor, μO and μH are not independent, but must
satisfy the relation 2μH + μO = μH2O, with μH2O the chem-
ical potential of H2O vapor. Moreover, the chemical poten-
tial values considered can be connected to experimentally
measured enthalpies of O2 gas and H2O vapor as a func-
tion of ambient temperature (T ) and the partial pressures
of O2 gas (pO2 ) and H2O vapor (pH2O). In this way, ex-
perimental values of T and pO2 and pH2O (that is, the mea-
sured conditions under which a CNP is synthesized or ap-
plied) can be mapped into chemical potential values that
define an experimentally relevant range of conditions. The
mapping of environmental conditions (T and p) in chem-
ical potentials is nonlinear, and defined by Eqs. (4) and
(8). To facilitate use of the phase diagram in Figure 7, a
web-based tool implementing Eqs. (4) and (8) has been made
available to convert experimental conditions to chemical po-
tentials (see http://www.engr.uky.edu/~beck/mu-calc.html).
The tool allows input of T, pO2 , and pH2O values and returns
μO and μH values for the specified condition. In this way,
the computationally-predicted stable surface termination for
any given experimental conditions can be determined directly
from Figure 7.

Considering Figure 7 itself, we note that within the up-
per half of the phase diagram |μO| is high, and stable CNPs
are terminated solely with hydroxyl groups (structures in-
dicated by warm colors in Figure 7, also see atomic struc-
tures in Figure 5). In contrast, within the lower half of the
phase diagram, where |μO| is low, stable CNPs exhibit mixed
–OH/–Ox terminations (structures indicated by cool colors in
Figure 7, also see atomic structures in Figure 8). Low-energy
mixed-termination CNP structures have adsorbed –O2 and
–O3 surface groups preferentially adsorbed at CNP edges and
corners, as shown in Figure 8. Based on Bader charge anal-
ysis, the oxidation state of –Ox surface groups can be deter-
mined by the same procedure applied above for –OH-only ter-
minations. For the Ce32O125H54 and Ce32O113H66 structures,
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all surface groups (–OH and –Ox) have formal charges of −1,
while for the Ce32O120H40 structure, a subset of –Ox groups
have formal charges of −2. In all cases of CNPs with mixed –
OH and –Ox terminations, the sum of formal negative charges
(–OH groups plus –Ox groups) equals the sum of formal pos-
itive charges from fully oxidized Ce (+4) atoms. Hence the
evolution of stable surface structures is simply a reallocation
of surface groups among –OH and –Ox in response to changes
in the specific combination of μO and μH such that the charge
neutrality of all considered CNP structures is maintained.

From an experimental perspective, we note that increas-
ing the magnitude of |μO| (or |μH|), e.g., by lowering pO2 (or
pH2O), represents increasing the difficulty of obtaining O (or
H) from the environment. Similarly, increasing the tempera-
ture increases the difficulty in binding O or H, and therefore
increases the magnitude of both |μO| and |μH|. Under typical
experimental conditions for synthesizing, characterizing, and
applying CNPs, the temperature is held between 25 ◦C and
650 ◦C, and partial pressures of O2 gas and H2O vapor range
between 102 and 10−16 atm. These pressures constrain acces-
sible chemical potential values between black solid and dotted
lines in Figure 7. Further, the temperature constraints limit the
accessible phase space to that enclosed by the white trapezoid
abcd—precisely the chemical potential range within which
transitions in the stable CNP surface termination are concen-
trated.

Previous calculations on bulk-terminated ceria slabs and
nanoparticles have shown that subtle changes in atomic posi-
tions can lead to different minimum energy arrangements of
3+ and 4+ charge states on Ce cations.31, 32 These variations
have been shown to result in up to a 0.03 eV per Ce atom
(0.03 eV/Ce) change in the total energy of bulk-terminated
CNPs.32 While direct calculation of the energies of different
3+/4+ charge state rearrangements in partially reduced CNPs
is beyond the scope of the present paper, we note that (i) en-
ergy effects of the magnitude reported for varying arrange-
ments of 3+/4+ Ce cations in CNPs (0.03 eV/Ce32) will not
appreciably alter the phase stabilities reported in Figure 7,
and (ii) such effects are only applicable to partially reduced
CNPs.

In terms of experimental synthesis conditions, when H2O
vapor is the major source of H (as assumed here), pure OH-
terminated CNPs can be fabricated by constraining temper-
atures to below 350 ◦C and handling CNPs under relatively
high partial pressures of H2O vapor (e.g., ambient humidity
levels). In contrast, mixed –OH and –Ox terminated CNPs are
expected from synthesis occurring above 350 ◦C and under
relatively low partial pressures of H2O (e.g., dry air). In addi-
tion, increasing pO2 (e.g., to greater than 1 atm) favors the for-
mation of mixed –OH and –Ox-terminated CNPs, and increas-
ing temperature generally leads to reduced numbers of hy-
droxyl groups and increased numbers of –Ox surface groups
at the surface of CNPs.

2. Surface hydroxyl density as a function of CNP size
for OH+Ox-terminated CNPs

Accounting for negative charges provided by –Ox sur-
face groups in addition to hydroxyl groups (e.g., as in the

Ce32O120H40 and Ce32O125H54 structures), the surface den-
sity of hydroxyl groups will be reduced compared to the
case where only hydroxyl surface groups are present. From
the pattern of adsorbed surface groups on the Ce32O120H40

and Ce32O125H54 structures found here (Figure 8) and the re-
sults of Bader charge analysis, we can develop expressions
for the surface hydroxyl density analogous to Eq. (11). For
Ce32O125H54, –Ox surface groups appear only at CNP cor-
ners and edges, and all have Bader charges indicating formal
charges of −1. For CNPs with side lengths of N nm, four cor-
ner Ce atoms are present, each binding 2 O−

x groups. In addi-
tion, a single O−

x binds on each of 12 N nm lengths of CNP
edges. This gives a total negative contribution from –Ox sur-
face groups species of −1 · (4 · 2 + 12N). This leaves net
negative charge of 128N3 − 2(4N − 1)3 − 8 − 12N to be ac-
counted for by hydroxyl groups, yielding a surface density of
hydroxyl groups, �calc

OH of

�calc
OH = 128N3 − 2(4N − 1)3 − 8 − 12N

6N2

= 96N2 − 36N − 6

6N2
. (12)

For Ce32O120H40, some face sites are also occupied by
–Ox surface groups. These 5 face sites are occupied by –O2−

x

surface groups (that is, –Ox groups with Bader charges consis-
tent with formal charges of −2). Similar to the Ce32O125H54

structure, 4 corner sites, and 10 edge sites are also occupied
by –O−

x groups. Assuming the relative ratio of all –Ox sur-
face groups remains unchanged as CNP size is increased, to-
tal net negative charge provided by all –Ox surface groups
will be 4 + 10N + 10N2. This leaves net negative charge of
128N3 − 2(4N − 1)3 − 4 − 10N − 10N2 to be accounted for
by hydroxyl groups, yielding a surface density of hydroxyl
groups �calc

OH of

�calc
OH = 128N3 − 2(4N − 1)3 − 4 − 10N − 10N2

6N2

= 76N2 − 34N − 2

6N2
. (13)

For the experimental conditions used to synthesize 20–
40 nm CNPs in this study (finally dried at T = 75 ◦C and pO2

= 0.2 atm pH2O = 10−7 atm), μO is calculated as −4.78 eV
and μH as −5.30 eV. These chemical potentials are predicted
to yield a Ce32O120H40 structure with mixed surface termina-
tion (see Figure 8), which, due to the presence of –Ox surface
groups, is expected to have a lower effective surface density
of hydroxyl groups than pure –OH terminated CNPs. This is
consistent with the fact that computationally predicted –OH
surface densities on the ∼30 nm CNPs are ∼33% higher than
measured values for experimentally synthesized CNPs. Ap-
plying Eq. (13), we find that ∼30 nm CNPs with surface ter-
minations consistent with the Ce32O120H40 structure are pre-
dicted to have �calc

OH ≈ 12.5 adsorbed hydroxyl groups per
nm2 (see cyan curve in Figure 6)—extremely close to the ex-
perimentally measured value of �

exp

OH =12.9 nm−2.
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IV. CONCLUSION

Experimental characterization of small CNPs reveals
the presence of adsorbed –OH groups at CNP surfaces,
but cannot reveal the atomic scale arrangement of adsorbed
surface groups. Atomistic quantum mechanical calculations
have been used to determine these configurations. Assuming –
OH as the only surface functional group present at CNP faces,
edges, and corners results in computationally-predicted sur-
face hydroxyl group densities ∼33% higher than experimen-
tally measured densities. This discrepancy can be rectified by
considering the possibility that both –Ox and –OH surface
functional groups are present. Combining calculated excess
formation energies of mixed –OH/–Ox terminated CNPs with
previously tabulated thermochemical data yields a phase di-
agram for CNP surface functionalizations as a function of O
and H chemical potential. These results demonstrate that tun-
ing the environmental conditions under which CNPs are syn-
thesized and/or applied can have a significant impact on the
surface termination of small CNPs. For conditions involving
O2 gas and H2O vapor, we have shown that the distribution
of surface adsorbed –OH and –Ox groups can be varied by
changing the temperature and partial pressure of O2 gas and
H2O vapor. These results not only provide an initial map for
the design of CNPs with controlled surface terminations, but
demonstrate that combined computational and experimental
studies can be leveraged to reveal the detailed structure and
properties of small CNPs.
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